Enhancing the Operation of
Hsinchu13 GOOD Market
by Ranking 5 Vendors
with Higher Probability for Extra Promotion
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Executive Summary
a.

Market Introduction
Hsinchu 13 good market has been established in April, 2014, and opens every Saturday.
The number “13” means the 13 townships in Hsinchu. That’s, this market collects good,
healthy products from 13 different area in Hsinchu. Most of the customers are the
households living nearby, so the market will hold events for family as well.
The market has their own promotion channel “Facebook fan page”. In January, 2016, the
accumulative page “likes” is up to 4,950 in over 1 years.
Since this is almost the most important and the only way to publish their news and
information to the customers. We wondering if there is any possible way to make good use
of the fan page data to make a better promotion of the market.

b.

Business Problem and Background
We took the manager of Hsinchu 13 GOOD market as our client.
The aim is to help the manager adapt a proper promotion strategy for the venders who
really need. We try to classify the revenue fraction of each vender by whether it is above
3% or not. By doing that, the market manager can know if she should take extra
promotional action to certain vender instead of spending extra cost on those who already
got much attention. We hope we can save not only the advertising cost, but also the
working hour of the staff who is in charge of FB fan page.
On every week, we can take a look on the revenue fraction of the vender we did promotion
for to see its growth. If the fraction is growing, we can say that we are success.

c.

Data Description
We get the sales data from 13 good market, including revenue, the product categories, and
the activities they held. Besides market information, we also get the fan page data from
Facebook insights. Then, we collect the temperature and other environmental data as
factors as well. Finally, we combine all the dataset into one sheet.
We take “vender on each market day” as one record and the main output variable is if it
need promotion (Yes / No).

d.

Analytics Solution
According to the specialties of our data, we create a lot dummies first. Being terrified by so
many columns, we run PCA. Then, we try to use several analytic methods, such like
Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and x validation in Rapid Miner. In order to find some
additional explanation for our data, we also take a shot at visualization.

e.

Conclusions and Recommendation
Due to what we see from all the result, we recommend the market manager to take other
more promotional channels and plan for the fall promotion activities. Although we did get
a very large dataset at the end of the semester, we still get a good model to help the
manager decide which vender should be promoted. And we hope that we can help our
client save cost on advertisement and labor through a well performing model.

Detailed Report
a.

Problem Description
I. Business Goal
Our client is the market manager of 13 GOOD market. We are going to help market manager
to know about the performance of each vendor, and then help her take some promotional
strategies. The vendor performance is evaluated based on revenue growth rate.
From the market manager’s perspectives, he expects for an average 3% revenue growth
every market day (revenue growth rate in 6 months will be 100%). The calculation of
revenue growth rate is represented below:

If the revenue growth rate of a vendor is lower than 3%, it means that the vendor needs more
promotions to achieve the selling goal. On the other hand, if the growth rate is more than or
equal to 3%, no extra promotion is needed. Finding out the bad-performed vendors and then
doing promotions to raise their revenue will be considered a success for our task.
In order to avoid the condition that all venders perform bad and all need extra promotion. We
would like to rank the 5 worse-performed venders and provide extra promotion for them,
considering the promotion usefulness and extra promotion cost, such as time, labor and
advertising expenses.
II. Data Mining Goal
Our data mining goal is to rank 5 vendors with worst performance. It is a supervised and
classification task. The classification output will be RGR (Revenue Growth Rate) <3 %
(Yes/No), and eventually ranked by its probability. We will do prediction 3 days before
market day (every Saturday), that is, on every Wednesday.
b.

Data Description
 Dimension: 43 variables
 Size: 1168 records
 A record represents a vendor
on certain market day
The dataset is showed as following.
(Figure 1 and Figure 2)
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Figure 2. Hsinchu 13 good market dataset

c.

Data Preparation Details
I.

Missing Value
● There were some records without last 1 time_revenue, last 2 time_revenue and last 3
time_revenue since every vendor had its very first time market day. We removed the
records with these missing value.
● For few missing value of Revenue, we use median of its past revenue.

II.

Create Dummy Variables
We created dummy variable for season (2 categories).

III. Calculation
We calculated revenue growth rate using Revenue, last 1 time_revenue, last 2
time_revenue and last 3 time_revenue, and then, generate the output variable.
IV. Visualization
We did visualization to figure out
some structure or hints from data.
(Figure 3)
We found that revenue will be
higher in summer than in fall. And
the revenue growth rate is not
proportional to #fb_post. We think
it is because the effect of post
mentioning a certain individual
vendor is better than an overall post
(overall post will be counted to the
#fb post of all vendors mentioned in
the post).

Figure 3

d.

Data Mining Solution

Algorithms
Since this project is supervised classification task, we tried many methods such as,
Logistics regression, Classification Trees, K-NN and Naive Bayes. However both K-NN and
Trees need great amount of dataset to generate good models, which implies our dataset is not
large enough for these two methods. Therefore, we focus on doing LR and NB.
i.

Logistics Regression
Logistics Regression is model-based so it doesn’t require large dataset. First of all, we
partition our dataset into training (50%), validation (30%) and test (20%) sets. Secondly,
set the cutoff value as 0.5 and then choose “Stepwise” as the selection procedure. Finally,
we get the LR model (Appendix).

ii.

Naive Bayes
Since Naive Bayes can handle large amount of predictors and generate high performance
accuracy when the classification goal is ranking. Firstly, we need to bin predictors. We try
different numbers of bins for different variables either with equal count or equal interval
and then we discover the performance will be better when we use the default value for
numbers of bins with equal count. Secondly, partition the dataset into training (50%),
validation (30%) and test (20%) sets. Thirdly, set “Yes” as successful class and the cutoff
value as 0.5. From the summary report, we can rank the top 5 venders’ probability for yes.

iii.

Naive Bayes with X-Validation
Since our dataset is really small, so we would like to try X-Validation operator in Rapid
Miner. (Figure 4 and Figure 5)

Figure 4. Main process



Figure 5. Training and testing process

Performance Evaluation
i.
Benchmark- Naive Rule
Naive Rule is classifying each observation as belonging
to the majority class. If we classify all our dataset into
the major class “Yes”, needing extra promotion, and the
overall error rate will be 47.5%. We set it as our
benchmark. (Figure 6)

Figure 6

ii. Error Comparison
From the validation summary reports, we can see that the error rate of X-Validation one is
lower but it is quite similar to the other two. (Figure 7)

iii.

e.

Figure 7
Figure 8
Decile-wise Lift Chart Comparison
The first 10% of logistics output data performs 1.62 times better than Naive Rule and the
second 10% performs 1.41 times better. In Naive Bayes, the first 10% is 1.4 times better
than Naive Rule and the second 10% performs 1.29 times better. In NB with X-Validation,
we would like to evaluate the first two 10% since we want to rank top 5 venders’ “Yes”
probability. (Around 25 venders would set up on every market days.) Therefore, we
compute the first 20% accuracy rate and divided by the accuracy rate of Naive Rule,
which is 52.5%, and then outcome will be 1.48. (Figure 8) Since our goal is ranking, we
infer Logistics Regression performs better than the other two methods. In conclusion, we
would like to choose Logistics Regression as our priority method.

Conclusions and Operational Recommendations
In this report, we have tried several methods to analyze our dataset and find out that logistics
regression model performs better than naïve rule and other methods. In addition to the model, we
also discover something relating to the promotion strategy from visualization parts. We think it
can be taken as reference when the market manager is thinking about the promotion strategy.
● Advantage
All the model we generated got better performance (over 60% accuracy rate) than naïve rule.
So that we help the manager to concentrate on certain venders that need promotion accurately.
● Limitation
Since Hsinchu 13 good market is too young to have large database. We believe we can build
a lower error rate model with more records. Besides, single promotional channel could limit
the information from other possible prospects. Final, the information of new vendors cannot
be used due to the lack of last_time revenue.
● Recommendation
From all the result, we recommend the market to take other promotional channels into
consider to improve the analytic accuracy. And we strongly recommend the manager to plan
for the fall, since the revenue in fall is averagely lower than in the summer. Besides, we also
suggest that the market can try to keep the records of their customers (for instance, start a VIP
program), so that the analytic can be done on more reliable data resources.

Appendix A: Logistics Regression Model & Stepwise
 Logistics Regression Model

 Stepwise Variable Selection

Appendix B: Validation Summary Report


Logistics Regression Validation Summary Report



Naive Bayes Validation Summary Report



Naive Bayes with X-Validation Performance Report

Appendix C: Lift Chart


Logistics Regression Lift Chart



Naive Bayes Lift Chart



Naive Bayes with X-Validation

